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What better way to think about tunnels, than using a NADAC Tunnelers course as an 
example of strategy, handling and training of tunnels.
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Figure 1 is a tunnelers course that I think would be a blast to run – although it is of my 
own design so I might be biased.

Walking the course

As always, a good place to start your analysis of the course is to walk the course from 
the dog’s perspective. Some specific examples of interesting things to pay attention to are 
shown in figure 2. Spend some time visualizing the ideal path you want to create for your 
dog. Tunnels are one of the variable performance obstacles, where the dog can perform it a 
number of ways:

-  driving straight out on obstacle focus, 
- turning one direction or the other on obstacle focus
- turning tight on handler focus

For example, on the turn from #2 to #3, you have 2 paths and many handling options, 
so before you worry about what 
information you are going to 
give the dog, figure out what 
information they are going to 
need. 

The blue path represents 
an extended arc out of tunnel 
#2. It sets up a nice entry to 
tunnel #3, but it also a risky 
path to create as it nearly puts 
the dog on the 1/2 way point 
to the off course tunnel - of 
course, I am not going to 
show my dog the off course 
tunnel, so I don’t worry about 
that! 
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The orange path represents a collected turn out of tunnel #2 which also creates a 
collected entry into tunnel #3. It is a tighter path, but the collection costs time.

You will be able to communicate either path with several options, but you have to 
decide what path you want.  In this example, I am going to show my dog the blue path as I 
conclude that the yardage saved is not worth asking for the collected turns.  Now that I know 
that is the path I want, I continue on my first walkthrough and find the complete path.

Pretty much this whole course, is full speed ahead but there are a few places I have 
decided to cue collection as shown in orange. Tunnel #5, #9, #10 and #11. Again, I haven’t 
decided yet how I will do that, I just know that I want to.
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On my second walk through, I will figure out where my change of sides are and that is 
all I am thinking about at this stage. In my mind, I am holding onto the reins of a pony in my 
hand, and leading them though the course using only front crosses. At this stage, I always 
put the front cross so that my dog will naturally turn toward me coming out of the next 
tunnel. Here are the locations of the change of sides:

- Between #2 and #3 to show the turn to #4
- Between #5 and #6 to show the turn to #7
- Between #6 and #7 to show the turn to #8
- Between #9 and #10 to show the turn to #11
- Between #11 and #12 to be on the inside of the arc to #12
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These then are the theoretical front cross locations. If I could get to each of these, then 
my handling decision are done - it would be a perfect handling strategy.

Handling Strategy

Because I know the ideal path I want to create for my dog, and what information they 
need, in terms of cueing extension, collection, direction of turns, and the side changes to 
drive that path - all I have to do is figure out how to give them that information.

 Looking at #1 through #5:
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A lead out on the right will suit the extension cues for #1 and #2. As my dog commits to 
#2 (not after they go in),  I will start pulling away, so they know to come out turning toward 
the right. This enables me to get to the front cross close to the #3 tunnel. The path to #4 is 
natural line so all I need to do is hold support on that path to make sure they don't turn too 
tight and a little send ahead to #5 completes that handling job.  The only real question is how 
far to lead out - all the way to the front cross line, or part way there (or not at all, if you have 
no stay, in which case the front cross might become a rear cross) - refer to the last page for 
other options.

Looking at #5 through # 8:
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Once I send my dog to go complete tunnel #5, I have a couple of choices. I notice that 
there was a theoretical front cross both before and after tunnel #3 which is a marker that tells 
you to evaluate whether using serpentine handling would be a better choice than actually 
crossing the dog’s path ( a front cross both before and after the same obstacle is the marker).  

Looking at the serpentine option for #5-#6-#7:

In this case, I would have to hustle between the green star where I sent my dog to the 
tunnel #5 all the way to the green star where I can send my dog through tunnel #7.  If I don’t 
make it to the second green star by the time my dog is exiting the tunnel #6, this is a risky 
strategy because as my dog exits tunnel #5, they see me accelerating along the dotted line 
which would tend to show the red path right into the off course tunnel. Only your serpentine 
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hand cue vs a blind cross hand cue would make it clear whether you wanted #7 or #13 . You 
might find out whether you were clear by the feeling of your dog bouncing off your knees.

Going back to the crosses instead for #5-#6-#7:

Let’s say I am not enamored of the serpentine option and prefer to do crosses. Lets 
contrast the information encoded in front, blind and rear cross options with these easy rules 
of thumb: A front cross can show either extension or collection on the obstacle going into 
the cross and the obstacle coming out - depending on when you start your rotation and 
how you come out of it.  A blind cross tends to cue extension.  A rear cross shows a turn 
the same as a front cross, its just that because you are behind your dog, it changes the 
relative position of where you are with respect to your dog.
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Given that I want to cue a collected turn out of #5, a front cross between #5 and #6 is 
the best option. This lets me start my rotation as my dog goes into #5 so they see that body 
language and can organize their body to turn while in the tunnel.  Both a blind cross and a 
rear cross would not show this change of direction as the dog goes into #5 and I will get a 
wider turn as a result.

The cross between #6 and #7 could be done with any of the cues equally well - so now 
it just depends on how deep you need to go toward #8 to support the path to that tunnel.  
Given that it is a natural line to #8, so long as my dog comes out of #7 in extension, and 
because I want to get to a cross between #8 and #9, and I don’t want to be accelerating 
forward to get to that next cross (since I want a collection cue at #9 )- I don’t want to go any 
deeper than I need to, so I would just choose a rear cross. 
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Finishing off that sequence with the cue for tunnel #10:

The figure above shows my final handling strategy for this section of the course with 
the addition of a front cross between tunnel #9 and #10.  I would select this style of cross for 
the same reasons as I did a front cross between #5 and #6 - with the exception that the front 
cross would look slightly different.  In both of these crosses, I would start my rotation as the 
dog goes into the tunnel before the cross (in other words, I drop my inside shoulder or turn 
into the dog’s path as they enter the tunnel before the cross).  

What is different is how I come out of the cross. For the cross #5 to #6, I complete my 
rotation and end up driving forward down the right side of tunnel #6. For this one, I do not 
complete the rotation and end up facing forward parallel to tunnel #10, instead I truncate the 
turn and end up slightly turned in toward the dog’s path - a collection cue for the #10 tunnel.

Looking at #11 through #14:

The last piece of this handling job is 
to recall the dog through tunnel #11 with 
front cross body language. A little send 
across your feet into the #12 tunnel and a 
big sprint down the left side of the last 
two tunnels supports the extended lines 
into the closing. 

If you could not envision getting to 
this front cross between #11 and #12, 
then threadle handling from the outside 
of the arc to #12 is also an option.
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So here is the final handling path:

This picture shows the final handling path, selected to maximize the quality of 
information given to the dog via the handler’s movement on course.

Tunnel handling tips:

When setting up the rear cross at #10, I will deliberately take a longer path and drive in 
close to the tunnel so I can aggressively cross behind as early as I can. It will feel like I am 
sending my dog across my feet so I can cross right behind their rear end.  In this way,  my 
dog is aware of the change of sides before they go into the tunnel ahead of them. 
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Most people don’t have access to enough tunnels to practice tunnelers courses, but 
most skills aren’t perfected in a course situation anyway.  It does help to have access to a 
tunnel so you can work on several basic skills. First you’ll want your dog to be able to find a 
tunnel entrance from many angles (up to 90 degrees or more) when you are ahead, behind 
and working laterally from your dog. You’ll also want to know you can communicate the 
path to the entrance when you are ahead of, behind and laterally away from the entrance to 
the tunnel itself. Likewise, you’ll want the same control over the exit direction. I mentioned 
previously in this article that what you teach your dog about exiting a tunnel is important, 
not only to tunnelers, and I find many people don’t give it enough thought.
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If you do have a couple of tunnels, think about practicing tunnel, tunnel 
discriminations- they are great for testing the accuracy of your handling. In addition, practice 
sending your dog through one tunnel and recalling them through an adjacent one.

If you don’t have any tunnels, placing two hoops or very low jumps to represent the 
tunnel entrance and exit can practice the same skills. Most tunnels are either 15 feet or 20 feet 
long and you can mimic straight tunnels as well as curved this way

Alternative lead out options for this course:

An effective lead out can often take care of at least a third of the entire course. A lead 
out pivot between tunnels #2 and #3 (as shown by the red handler line) does several useful 
things. One, it cues the dog to turn right out of #2. Second, because you can start your pull 
through the front cross as the dog goes into tunnel #2, the last information the dog has is a 
lateral pull, which will reinforce a nice line between the tunnels. Finally, it puts you on the 
left side of #3, which sets up the turn to #4. 

If you don’t have the option of a long lead out onto the front cross line between #2 and 
#3 before you release the dog from their stay, then this lead out won’t work very well. If you 
lead out short of the front cross line between #2 and #3 and are still accelerating forward as 
your dog drives for #2, the dog is likely to find the off course tunnel straight out the end of 
#2 a likely target. This is why we pulled off laterally as the dog enters #2 in our final strategy.

Another option, if you have very little or no lead out, is the purple path. Here you send 
the dog ahead to drive through tunnel #2 and pull away to the “landing side” of tunnel #3. A 
blind cross or front cross here can still get you to a decent spot. The main difference in the 
quality of information is that you will likely get a wider turn out of tunnel #3 - but that isn’t 
such a bad thing - your dog will see you cutting across their path as they look through the 
straight tunnel and it will be quite a nice line anyway. See below.
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